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GENEKAL DESCEIPTION OF THE WOKK.

By Gusxave Kaufman, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

During the years 1890 and 1891 the Cantilever Highway Bridge

described in this article was built across the Ohio River, between the

cities of Cincinnati, O. , and Newport, Ky . The terminus in Cincinnati

is at the corner of 2d Street and Broadway, and in Newport it is at

the corner of York and 3d Streets. The roadway of the bridge is 24 feet

wide in the clear, with two sidewalks each 7 feet wide. The total length

of the structure is 2 966 feet. The main engineering feature is the

cantilever span, 520 feet from center to center of piers.

The bridge is located between the Louisville and Nashville Eailroad

Bridge and the Old Cincinnati Suspension Bridge, and but a short
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distance above tlie month of tlie Licking River. Prior to the con-

struction of this bridge, the highway traflBc between the two cities was

jDrincipally accommodated by a ferry company with two large ferry

boats. The Louisville and Nashville Bridge, which is supplied with

very narrow roadways and sidewalks, accommodated the street-car

traffic and a portion of the other highway traffic, but was not popular

on account of its location and the interruption of highway traffic

during the passage of trains.

The site of the new bridge is very favorable for economical con-

struction, from the fact that a peculiar limestone formation extends

across the river at this point. The top of this formation is an irregular

triangle in shape, the base of which is on the Kentucky side and the

apex on the Cincinnati side. On the Kentucky side at extreme low

water this formation is exjjosed; the base of the triangle is about 1 400

feet long, and extends from the mouth of the Licking River to a point

midway between the bridge under discussion and the Louisville and

Nashville Bridge. The top of the formation maintains the level of

extreme low water about two-thirds the distance across the river,

where it drops suddenly, and for the balance of the distance across

the river the top of the rock is from 5 to 7 feet below low water. The

sites of other bridges built across the Ohio River at Cincinnati were

by no means so favorable, and it was necessary to go to considerable

depths to obtain suitable foundations for their piers; notably the Chesa-

peake and Ohio Railway Bridge, Avhere rock was found about 52 feet

below low water.

For many years the fear of insufficient revenue prevented the con-

struction of a highway bridge at this place; but the development of

the electric street railway and the necessity for rapid transit between

the cities of Cincinnati and Newport fiirnished the requisite impetus

and led to the formation of the Centi'al Railway and Bridge Company

for the i^urpose of constriicting this bridge. The preliminary surveys

and the general lay-out were prepared by G. Bous.caren, M. Am. Soc.

C. E., in the early part of 1887. The general plans and the location of

the channel span were approved by the Government in April, 1888, and

authority at the same time was given for the construction of the

bridge.

The general elevation and plan of the bridge; the gradients, lengths

of spans and height above water are shown on Plate XXVII. A gen-
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eral view is shown in Plate XXVIII. The approaches were located

entirely on private property occupied by a large number of buildings

of all kinds and descrii^tions, which were owned and leased by almost

an equal number of individuals. All the street and alley crossings are

overhead. The maximum grade, which occurs on the Cincinnati end,

is 5h per cent. This grade is necessary to enable the structure to give

the clear height over the channel, required by the Act of Congress

governing the construction of bridges across the Ohio Eiver. Between
the mouth of the Big Sandy Eiver and the Suspension Bridge at Cin-

cinnati, all bridges must have a channel span 500 feet wide in the clear

at low water. The lowest part of the channel span must be 100 feet

above low water-mark, and 40 feet above local highest water. The
highest water known at Cincinnati prior to 1883, the time of the passage

of the act, was in 1832, when the river reached the height of 64 feet

on the Government gauge. In 1884 the river rose to the unprecedented
height of 71 feet and three-quarters of an inch. Since that time the

law has been construed by the Government authorities to refer to the

flood of 1832 and in fixing the height of channel spans it is only neces-

sary to have 40 feet clear above that flood. Therefore, in the case of

the Central Bridge, it was required to have a clear height of 102 feet

above low water-mark, which is 2 feet on the gauge.

No active work of construction was done on the bridge until March,

1890, when, through the perseverance of Mr. V. Morris, the South-
western Agent of the King Bridge Company, arrangements for its con-

struction were perfected with the Company which he represented.

This company was to construct the bridge complete in all details by
January 1st, 1891, under the specifications to be prepared by Ferris,

Kaufman & Co., who were at this time appointed Chief Engineers of

the Central Kailway and Bridge Company. On account of the limited

time, but twenty-four hours were taken in preparing the specifica-

tions, copies of which will be found in the appendices.* The general
plans adopted by the Government were of course adhered to, and many
items in the original specifications of the company were adopted. On
the 31st day of March, 1890, the formal contract was executed. By
its terms the King Bridge Company was bound, under heavy for-

feiture, to complete the structure satisfactorily to the engineers by
the time mentioned.

* See pages 191 to 220 inclusive.
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The preliminary estimate of quantities was as follows:

Substktjctuke:

First-class masonry, Piers 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 10 420 cubic yards.

" 1, 2, Sand 9 1 353 "

Pedestals 140 "

Second " " Abutments and Eamps. . 3 200 "

Concrete 2 100

Piles in foundations 20 400 linear feet.

Timber " 152 000 ft. B. M.

Iron 15 000 pounds.

Excavation in coflfer-dams 1 750 cubic yards.

" foundations on shore 2 750 "

Filling between ramp walls 3 000 '

'

Granite paving 2 500 sq. yds.

SlTPEKSTKUCTtTKE

:

Structural iron and steel 2 500 tons.

Lumber for floor 550 000 ft. B. M.

Hand rail 6 000 linear feet.

Toll hovises, gas pipe, etc.

The right of way on the Newport side was practically all secured,

but nothing had been done in the way of clearing it at the time of the

closing of the contract, and no j^roperty had been obtained on the

Cincinnati side. The undertaking of the King Bridge Company to

complete this work in nine months was large; but, at the same time,

it seemed that the contract could be successfully carried out if projier

energy were used by all, and if no extraordinarily unfavorable cir-

cumstances should arise. The company, in Ajiril, sub-let the con-

tract for the substructure and paving of approaches to Mr. J. Le Duke,

of Berea, Ohio. In accordance with this contract the various parts

were to be completed, as follows

:

Piers Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, pedestals and approach masonry

not later than October 1st, 1890; Pier No. 5 not later than October 31st,

1890, and all the earth filling, granite paving, flagging and the entire

contract not later than December 1st, 1890. The work was to be com-

menced not later than May 1st, 1890, and the contractor was placed

under heavy bonds for the completion of the work as stated. The

ordinai'y clause giving the contractor more time for the completion of

his work, on account of delays through causes beyond his control, was
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omitted in this contract, and the contractor was given to understand

clearly that he was to take all the chances and finish the work in time

to enable the erection of the bridge to be completed by January 1st,

1891.

The contract for the iron and steel was given to Messrs. Carnegie,

Phipps & Co. ; the material was to be delivered to the King Bridge

Company at Cleveland within sixty days from the time the order was

placed, and this would enable the latter Company to deliver the

finished material at the bridge site as agreed upon.

The contract for the erection of the superstructure and the laying

of the floor, etc. , was awarded to Messrs. Baird Bros. , of Pittsburgh,

Pa., who were to be given possession of the piers and material at the

time shown in Le Duke's contract, and were to complete the work by

January 1st, 1891.

For a short time the work in all departments progressed very satis-

factorily and according to programme; but soon delays from various

causes arose, until finally, as it became evident that the bridge could

not be completed as contracted for, the masonry contractors became

demoralized; and it required great patience and energy to maintain

the ju-osecution of the work.

The Ohio Eiver has for some miles above and below the bridge site

a narrow and tortuoiis channel; and as the mouth of the Licking Eiver

is almost directly opi^osite the site, it is subject to very raj^id and

wide fluctuations. The variation between extreme high water and

extreme low water is about 69 feet. These conditions conspired to

render the foundation work hazardous and exi^ensive. The year 1890

is now noted for the number of floods which occurred in the Ohio

Eiver. A hydrograph showing the stage of the water, the condition

of the weather and the temperature for each day during the con-

struction of the work, will be found on Plate XXIX. This will indicate

one of the great difficulties tinder which this work was carried on.

Usually during the summer and fall months the water stage at Cin-

cinnati is below 15 feet, with an occasional rise above that point,

but during 1890 the reverse was the case. There were about five weeks

of low water. During this period Piers 6 and 7 were fairly started,

but Pier 5 was caught by the high water. The delay in complet-

ing this pier prevented the opening of the bridge until August, 1891,

some eight months behind time.
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The year 1890, as is well known, excelled all other years in the

product of steel and iron, and great difficulty was encountered in

getting the structural material to the bridge shops. The mills failed

in a great measure to complete their contract in this case, and the time

for the delivery had elapsed by several months before the King Bridge

Company obtained all the material they had ordered. The delay from

this cause was not particularly noticeable on account of the fact that

the masonry was not finished.

Surveys. Surveys and locations for the construction work, and, in

fact, all the substructure work, were made under the direction of

Mr. A. A. Stuart,* M. Am. Soc. C. E., who was Kesident Engineer, and

Mr. L. V. Eice, Assistant Engineer, to both of whom much credit is

due for the accuracy and excellency of the work. The general situa-

tion was favorable for accurate triangulation work, and to this is

largely attributable the excellent results obtained.

A test of the accuracy of the field operations was made by comput-

ing the distance between the base line on the Cincinnati side and a

point on the bridge axis common to the two base lines on the New-

port side, using the three triangles formed on the three base Unes, and

the results were respectively as follows: 1 696.076 feet; 1 696.074 feet;

1 696.053 feet. With the assurance of accuracy of field work which

these results gave, the remaining elements of the triangles were com-

puted ready for use in locating the river piers.

Masonry.—Th-Q length of the structure between the termini is 2 966

feet. Beginning in Cincinnati, this distance is made up as follows:

Granite paving and masonry ramp 285 feet.

Steel viaduct 151

One truss span across Ludlow street 108

Viaduct 81

One truss span 1"2

Cincinnati cantilever arm 252

Two river arms and suspended span 520

Newport cantilever arm 252

Two tniss spans, each 254 feet 508

Steel viaduct 319

Granite paving and masonry ramp 328

Total •. 2966 -^

Thereportsof Mr. Stuart were frequently drawn upon in preparing this paper.
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The superstnicture is supported by two abutments, t-nrenty-eiglit

pedestals and nine piers. The abutments and ramp walls are built of

second-class masonry and entirely of Ohio Eiver freestone, except the

coping, which is of Berea sandstone. All the pedestal piers are built

of first-class masonry. All the cement used on the work, with the ex-

ception of a few barrels of Portland for main coping stone and point-

ing, was Louisville cement, and was tested at the mills by Messrs.

Mead & Shaw, Cement Inspectbrs, of Louisville, and all accepted bar-

rels which were shij^ped were branded by them. The ramj) walls, abut-

ments and pedestals being far removed from the water, are founded

on the natural earth upon a course of concrete 2 feet thick, the material

affording amjile resistance to bear the superimposed loads without the

aid of i^iling.

Piers Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 9 are similar in all -respects, except as to

size and height, and are all founded on jules driven to a firm resist-

ance from short blows of a hammer weighing 4 000 i^ounds. The

foundation beds were from 7 to 10 feet deep, and after sawing the piles

off 18 inches above the bottom of the juts, concrete was put in, varying

in thickness from 3 to 4^ feet, thoroughly imbedding the piles in a

plastic mass ujDon which the foundations and footing courses were

started. These piers were built entirely of Ohio Eiver freestone, ex-

cept the coping which was Bedford oolitic limestone. They are rec-

tangular in i^lan throiighout their height, battering one-half inch to

the foot, and as they stand above the average high water, no difficulties

were encountered in constructing their foimdations.

Piers Nos. 4 and 8 are similar in construction, but different in kind

of foundations and dimensions. Pier No. 4 rests upon one hundred

and fifty piles, driven to solid rock, having heavy east-iron shoes, the

points of which were seated in the rock by repeated light blows from

the hammer. They were cut off" 18 inches above the bottom of the

foundation bed, and their heads were imbedded in concrete 3 feet 6

inches thick. Upon this the foundation footing courses, four in num-

ber, were laid.

Pier No. 8 is located at about extreme low water-line on the Ken-

tucky shore, and rests upon solid rock. This foundation was begun

July 14th, 1890, and the laying of masonry was begun July 27th, the

stage of the river being about 7 feet. A clay dam was built around

the site of the pier, and with this protection from the water the exca-
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vation was made. A pit 18 inches deep was excavated in the rock,

and in this the footing courses were started.

These two piers have semicircular nosings np to the belt course,

where they are contracted in length and become rectangular in plan.

Prom the foundation to the belting eoiirse the face work is built of

Berea sandstone, with concrete backing. The face stones were laid in

Flemish bond, headers and stretchers alternating with each other in

every coiirse. The concrete backing was put in as fast as the face

stones of each course were laid, and was allowed twelve hours to set

before any masonry was laid uj)on it. Above the belting course

these piers are built entirely of Ohio River freestone, except the

coping, which is of Bedford limestone. The table on next page

gives the complete record of the building of Pier No. 4, and it is

believed by the writer that this is the first instance that such a record

has been kejat.

Each face stone and each backing stone was measured and its con-

tents calculated. The sum of the two was deducted from the contents

of the full course and the balance was taken as the amount of mortar

in that course. In this way the column giving the cubic yards of

mortar in all joints was obtained. The number of barrels of cement

used for the face work and backing was obtained by actual count.

The column giving the number of barrels of cement per cubic yard of

backing, gives also the amount of cement in a yard of concrete, as the

backing is concrete. The cost of laying uj:) to the starling course

refers only to the face stones.

Piers Nos. 5, 6 and 7 are similar in construction and are located in

the river. Piers 6 and 7 are founded on the solid rock, and their foun-

dations were put in without difficulty by the use of single wall coffer-

dams. The solid rock bed in the river at this point has no deposit

upon it, and in landing the coffer-dams it was necessary first to sink a

crib composed of timbers and stone above the pier site in order to

hold the coffer-dam in place. The coffer-dams for Piers 5, 6 and 7 were

all alike in construction, being rectangular in plan* and 30 x 70 feet in

size out to out. The walls were built of horizontal courses of 12 x 12-

inch timber bolted together for a height oi 6 feet, and above this the

walls were composed of 6 x 1-inch stuff. At intervals of 8 feet along

the longitudinal walls 12 x 12-inch vertical timbers were bolted, and

into each pair of verticals 12 x 12-inch horizontal struts were dovetailed.
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CEXTRAii Bridge, Cixcinnati-Xe^'pokt.—Bitlt 1890-91.
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2 21.35x57.35 I' — 7" 29.35 ;9.67 1.05 43 0.37 1.64 1.90 gonal enc!s
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3 19.44x55.18 2-— 8" 53.34 47.37 1.30 53 0.3-.J 1.52 1.9(1 concrete back-
4 16.44 X 52.18 2 — 4" 32.35 38.95 0.93 45 0.37 1.79 1.90 ing.
5 13.69x49.44 2- — 2" 28.40 22.70 0.88 58 0.35 1.68 1.65 \

6 13.50x49.25 <• 26.70 23.89 0-79 53 0.30 1.65 "

7 13.31x49.06 " 28.86 20.79 0.87 58 0.21 1.80 "

8 13.12 X 48.87 " 28.31 20 48 0.87 58 0.25 2.00 " Concrete back-
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\

ing.
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11 12.55X48 30 •< 26.48 19.90 83 57 0.30 1.71 " •

12 12.36 X 48.11 2' — 1" 26.42 17.60 0.84 60 0.26 1.81 "

13 12.18x47.93 2' — 0" 23.99 17.43 0.80 58 0.-.7 1.71 "

14 12.00x47.75 " 25.11 15.69 82 62 0.24 1.60 " Semicircular
15 11.81 X 47.56 «• 24.78 15.29 0.81 62 0.24 1.77 " ends.
16 11.62x47.37 2'— 1" 25.74 15.17 0.83 63 0.31 1.71 "

17 11.43x47.18 •• 24.84 15.25 0.82 62 0.36 1.67 '«

18 11.24x46.98 " 25 50 14.05 0.75 64 0.33 1.74 "

19 11.05x46.80 " 24.71 14.02 0.80 64 0.42 1.64 "

20 10.86 X 46.61 " 24.61 13.47 0.80 65 0.45 1.74 "

21 10.66 X 46.42 2' — 0" 24.07 11.01 0.80 69 0.29 1.63 1.65
22 11.76x47.50 r — 10" 23.11 12.71 6.20 65 0.42 1.96 Starling.
23 10.70x46.44 1' — 5" 15.09 10.49 4.99 59 0.47 "

)
24 10.58x35.66 " 15.17 8.4fi 4.56 64 0.53 "

) Hood courses.
25 10.46 X 35.52 1

—

6" 10.02 12.13 8.40 45 0..53 ^
"

)

26 10.34x35.37 1' — 6" 12.25 7.50 3.50 62 0.53 o
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31 9.75x34.72 1' — 3' 10.16 5.92 2.52 63 0.55 ^ " inclusive bave
32 9.62 X 34 61 1' — 4" 10.23 6.62 3.77 61 56 " stone backing.
33 9.48 X 34.49 1' — 5" 11.07 6.62 2.98 63 56 "

34 9.35 X 34.37 1' — 6" 11.36 7.00 4.30 62 0.54 "

35 9.25 X 34. '25 1' — 3" 9.21 5.92 2.77 61 0.72; "g '

36 9.15 X 34.15 1'— 3" 9.18 5.75 3.00 62 0.60' -3 "

37 9.03x34.03 1' — 3' 8.88 5 84 2.95 60 0.47| fl 1.96
38 10.00 X 35.01) 1' — 6" 13.80 6.16 : 2.99 69 0.50 2.06 Sub- coping.
39 11.10 X 36.00 1 — 6- 21.82

j

0.72 100 0.50 2.06 Coping.

Amount of cement per yard of face work,
" " " " " " concrete

" " " " •' " masonry
Percentage of face work in

courses 1 to 21 inclusive = 0.30 barrels.

" • =1.71 "

22 •• 39

1 " 21

22 " 39

= 0.5C "

= 55 per cent.

= 62

Note.—From the foundation to the starling course, the masonry is built of Berea sand-

stone with concrete backing, but above this it is built entirely of Ohio River freestone. All

face stones were required to have a width of Ij times their thickness, and below the stalling

they were laid with Flemish bond. All mortar was mixed 1 cement to 2 of sand, and the

concrete was mixed 1, 2 and 4, the latter bting broken stone. Louisville cement was used

throughout.
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The bottom edges of the walls were ijadded with cotton waste 6 inches

thick, held in jjlace by cotton ducking. The coffer-dams were towed

into place without bottoms and sunk by loading them with stone in-

tended for use in the piers. On July 10th, the crib for Pier No. 7 was

located when the water was about 14 feet high and the current very

swift. On the 11th of July the coffer-dam was towed into place and

sunk, the stage of water being about 10 feet. After sinking it was dis-

covered to be uneven, the southeast corner being about 1 foot higher

than the others, a 12 x 12-inch stick of timber having lodged in this

corner. This was removed by a diver. Considerable difficulty was ex-

perienced in pumping out this coffer-dam, the cotton ducking having

been torn out in a number of places in launching, causing leaks which

were finally stopped by throwing in bags of sand. This work con-

sumed considerable time, but by July 22d a bed 2.7 feet deep was exca-

vated in the rock and the first course of masonry begun.

®n July 20th the coffer-dam of Pier No. 6 was located after consid-

erable trouble on account of a very swift current. The stage of the

water Avas at this time 8 feet, and a week was consumed in stopping

the leaks aroiind the bottom of this coffer-dam. After excavating a

bed 3.8 feet deep in the rock, masonry was started August 1st.

On August 10th the cofier-dam for Pier No. 5 was located and sunk

in position, but as the rock bottom at this point was overlaid with

about 2 feet of river silt, much time was taken in an effort to make

the bottom edge of the coffer-dam tight. Before this was accomplished

the river began to rise and all operations were suspended on August

26th. From this time the water stage fltictiiated between 11 and 20

feet, until on September 18th it reached a 35-foot stage, which was

never known to occur before in the month of September. The condi-

tion of the work at this time, starting from the Cincinnati end, was as

follows : The right of way from Broadway to Giffin Street had not

been entirely obtained, many suits of condemnation having made the

work of securing it extremely tedious, but it had been so far obtained

as to allow the foundation of Pier No. 1 to be i^ut in ; also Piers Nos. 2

and 3. On Pier No. 1 nothing had yet been accomplished, owing to

litigation as to the right of the company to condemn property at this

point. Pier No. 5, as stated above, had not yet been started, but a

coffer-dam had been sunk. Pier No. 6 had 33 feet of masonry yet to be

laid to complete it. Pier No. 7 had yet 30 feet of masonry to be laid
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on it. To complete Pier No. 8, 36 feet of masonry were required. Pier

Xo. 9 was comi3lete(L The pedestals on the Newport side, with the

exception of a few caj) stones; the abutment on the Newport side, and

most of the ram^j walls were comi^leted. No filling between the same,

however, had yet been done. Out of a total of 13 000 cubic yards of

masonry, 7 000 yards had been laid.

During the whole season to jthis date, there had been but five weeks

in which the stage of the water was below 10 feet, and only for one day

was the water below a 6-foot stage, and during this time there were a

number of very rainy days. The masonry contractors were becoming very

much demoralized, and they realized that it was impossible for them

to complete their work by the specified time. Considerable ii'on had

been delivered on the ground and the contractors for the erection were

on hand ready to proceed with their work.

As winter was rapidly apj)roaching it became obvious that if the

work was to be finished approximately on time, it was absolutely nec-

essary that the river work be completed first. The condition of Pier

No. 5 and the condition of the river made it clear that some radical

move had to be made. It was therefore determined on September

15th to use the pneumatic process in founding Pier No. 5, notwith-

standing the fact that bed-rock was only about 7 feet below low water.

Plans and si)eciflcations for a caisson were made as rapidly as possible.

The plan of the caisson is shown on PlateXXX and the si^ecifications

in Api^endix 3. It was 12 feet high from the shoe to top of the deck,

with a coflfer-dam about 24 feet high, so that the work could be

prosecuted in a 21 to 26-foot stage of water after the caisson was

landed on the rock bottom of the river. An examination of the records

gave siiffieient reasons to expect that the work could be thus carried

on A\'ithout interruption during the early winter months and that the

l)ier could be finished before very cold weather set in.

Work was accordingly begun on the caisson Sejjtember 23d, and on

October 17th it was launched. A pressure plant belonging to Messrs.

Sooysmith & Co. was obtained from Louisville, and this firm was con-

tracted with to do the work. At this time another freshet came in the

river, and as this pier stands in the main channel where the current is

swiftest, it Avas deemed unwise to attempt to locate it until the water

would fall somewhat. On November 7th, with about 22 feet of water

in the river, the caisson was towed into position, and on November 9th
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tlie work of laying masonry began. Owing to the rapid fluctuations

iu the water level, the cutting edge was not landed on the bottom until

November 28th, and on November 29th the aii* compressor was started

and the work of excavating and removing material in the working

chamber was begim at once.

During the month following this date, the river stage permitted

the work of excavating and sinking of caisson to go on Avithout inter-

ruption. On account of the material being rock, the laying of masonry

was subject to careful regulation so that the cutting edge would

not be liable to injury from excessive pressure. On December 27th,

1890, the caisson had penetrated into the rock about 5 feet and had 38

inches yet to go. Seven full courses of masonry had been laid, and

about ten or twelve working days were yet necessary to comi:)lete the

sinking, seal the air chamber, and to bring the masonry up high enough

to be out of the way of a 32-foot stage of water. On that day, how-

ever, the river rose above the shafts and suspended all operations.

At this time the condition of the M'ork was such that the contractors

could work in a 28-foot stage of water by the aid of the coflfer-dam, but

from December 27th until April 18th, 1891, as shown on the hydro-

graph, at no time did the stage of the river allow the contractors to do

anything toward the completion of Pier No. 5. On April 28th the

sinking was completed, and by May 8th the working chamber and shafts

were filled with concrete. Laying masonry was not resumed until

April 28th, from which time it was continued without further inter-

ruption from high water.

The caisson in this foundation was of the Morrison type, except

that the iron shoe was omitted. The sinking was accomplished without

accident or injury to any of the men engaged on it, and required seven

hundred and twenty hours actual working time to penetrate 8 feet into

the solid rock, or an average of 3.2 inches for each twenty-four hours.

The rock penetrated consisted of ledges of fairly hard shaly formation

alternating with thin ledges of hard fossiliferous Jimestoue. Where

first struck it was not well adapted to make a good foundation, and in

order to get the deck of the caisson 3 feet below extreme low water, it

was necessary to penetrate the rock 8 feet. The last piece of cojjing was

set on Pier No. 5 at 9 a.m., June 18th, 1891, entirely completing the

siibstructure within twelve months from the time of beginning the

work.
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Piers Nos. 5, 6 and 7 have semicircular nosings up to the belting

course. The under side of each is set at water stage 66 feet, and they,

from the belting course to the tinder side of the coping, are built en-

tirely of Ohio River freestone. The coping is 2 feet thick on Piers Nos.

5 and 6, and 18 inches thick on the other piers, all being of Bedford

oolitic limestone, from Bedford, Ind.

The folloTving table gives data of the construction of Pier No. 5. It

gives the size and thickness of each course, number of cubic yards in

the face stones and number of cubic yards of backing ; also number

of cubic yards of mortar in bed joints, the amount of cement required,

and it also shows the cost of laying masonry, including sand and

cement.

CeXTKAIi BeIDGE, CiNCINNATI-NeWPOKT. BXTTLT 1890-91.-

PlER No. 5.

-Data from
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H
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to
Barrels

cement

per

yard

of

masonry.

Cost

per

yard

for

Iay-|

ing,

including

sand

and

cement.

Eemabks.

Feet. Feet. Pr. ct. m

1 19.50x55.50 2.25 33.29 52.61 1.620 30.8
] :;i Polygonal ends.

. C It .2 19.00x55.00 2.16 32.24 48.09 1.550 40.0
1

3 19.00 X 55.00 28.54 51.01 1.525 36.0 fN Semicircular "

4 17.25x53.57 30.03 38.79 1.325 43.6
5 17.07x53.39 2.08 28.94 36.46 1.310 44.0
6 16.90x53 22 " 29.26 35.30 1.280 45.0
7 16.73x53.05 " 27.33 36.39| 1.260 43.0
8 16.56x52.88 • < 29.47 33.411 1.250 47.0
9 16.39x52.71 2.00 28.50 31.23 1.245 47.7

10 16.22x52.54 • • 26.00 32.9tl 1.220 44.1
11 16.04x52.36 2.16 29.40 33.38, 1.207 47.1
12 15.86x52.18 " 29.77 33.01 1.194 48.0
13 15.68x52.00 2.08 27.30 31.34 1.180 46.5 !

14 15..50X 51.82 •" 25.25 32.67 1.165 43.6
1

15 15.32x51.64 •< 27.48 30.43| 1.1.50 47.4 0.3289
16 15.15x51.47 2.00 26.72 27.39 1.130 49.4 $1,127
17 14.98x51.30 • • 28.16 25.20, l.UO 52.7
18 14.81x51.13 " 25..56 27.031 1.095 48.4 Semicircular ends.
19 14.64 X 50. ii6 " 25.27 26.59; 1.081 48.7
2U 14 47x50.79 " 25.00 26.12' 1.06R 48.8
21 14.30x50.62 •• 25.42 24.95 1.030 50.4
22 14.13x50.45 >' 25.22 21. 40' 1.035 50.8
23 13.96 X .50.28 1.83 21.86 22.88, 1.020 49.7
24 13.79 X 50.11 • 23.38 20.38, 1.005 .52.8

25 13.62x49.94 • • 21.90 21.50 0.990 50.4
26 13.45x49.77 " 20.78 21.9ii 0.973 48.0
27 13.28x49.60 1.75 21.90 18.34 0.960 54.4
28 13.14x49.46 " 22.52 17.19 0.940 56.6
29 13.00x49.32 1.83 22.35 18.65| 0.933 52.0
30 12.85x49.17 " 20.63

1
20.07 0.920 50.6

31 12.69x49.01 1.66 20.25 16.00 0.907 62.

4

32 12.54x48.86 1.58 18.47 15. .53; 0.897 5t.O
33 12.40x48.72 1.83 22.25 16.38, 0.882 58.7 1 J
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CENTBAii Bridge, Cincinnati-Newport.—Built 1890-91.

Pier No. 5—(Contimied).

-Data from
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Feet. Feet. Pr. ct
•Si 13.32x49.64 1 83 23.33 17.54 0.860 57.0 Starling course
35 12.26 X 48.20 1.42 17.77 11.61 0.863 61.0 $1,121
36 12.14x46.20 " 16.77 10.79 0.798 60.0 ^Hood courses.
37 12.02x39.89 •' 15.05 8.10 0.677 65.0
38 11.90 X 35.80 " 13.75 8.72 0.060 61.0

•

39 11.78x35.78 1.33 14.33 6.48 0.651 69.0
40 11.66 X 35.66 " 12.27 8.21 0.641 60.0
41 11.54x35.54 1.42 14.81 6.79 0.632 68.5
42 11.42x35.42 1.33 13.85 6.12 0.62 > 69.0
43 11.30x35.30 '• 12.55 7.04 0.616 64.0
44 11.19x35.19 <• 12.32 7.13 0.608 63.0 ! 0.3010
45

1

11.07x35.07
46

!
10.96 X 34.96

" 12.73
12.21

6.44
6.71

0.598
0.592

66.0
65.0

[$1,470 Rectangular
plan.

io

47 ' 10.84x34.84 " 13.19 5.46 0.583 71.0
48 1 10.73x34.73 '• 13.70 4.71 0.575 74.0
49 : 10.61x34.61 " 11.96 6.17 0.567 66.0
50 10.50x34.50 >' 12.05 5.95 0.560 67.0
51 10.38x34.38 " 12.36 5.29 0.550 70.0
52 10.27 X 34.27 • ' 12.33 5.01 0.540 71.0
53 10.16x34.16 '• 12.85 4.28 0.537 75.0
54 10.05x34.05 1.16 10.37 4.33 0.530 70.0
65 11.00x35.00 2.00 20.63 7.89 0.525 72.0 0.348 $1,500 Sub-coping.
56 12.00x36.00 32.00 None. 0.594 100.0 0.349 1.536 Coping.

Percentage of face work in courses ..1 to 33 inclusive = 46.42 per cent.

34to54 " =65.81

Notes.—From top of caisson to the starling course the masonry is built of Berea sand-
stone with Ohio River freestone backing ; but above this it is built entirely of Ohio River
freestone.

All face stones were required to have a width of one and one-quarter (1^) times their

thickness.

All mortar was mixed 1 cement to 2 of sand, Louisville cement being used throughout.
Cost of cement and sand rated at $1.20 per barrel of cement used.

LABOK PER DAT OF TEN HOUKS BATED AT.

Foreman $4 00
Mason 3 25
Cutter .' ',

3 .50

Engineer 2 00
Common labor 1 50

It is very iuteresting to note in connection -with this table tlie ratio

of increase of the cost of laying as the pier increases in height. On
comparing the table for Pier No. 4 with that for Pier No. 5, it will be

noted that the cost of laying is higher in the former than in the latter.

The reason for this is that Pier No. 4. was constructed during the

winter months and the foreman in charge was not so expert as the one
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on Pier No. 5. The writer believes that the information in the table

is valuable, and if the cost of qi^i^r^T^^S ^^^ cutting for the various

building stones were known, exact estimates of the cost of bridge

masonry could readily be made.

Before closing the description of the substructure it may be well

to exjalain why Piers Nos. 4 and 8 were constructed with Berea sand-

stone face, and concrete heartings, while Piers Nos. 5, 6 and 7 were

constructed with the same face stone and Ohio Eiver freestone backing.

The original specifications required that the face of the piers should

be constructed of limestone obtainable in a quarry near Cincinnati

and the backing should be of freestone.

Considerable difference of opinion as to the reliability of this lime-

stone was found among engineers in Cincinnati, and as we had no ex-

perience with it, nor time to investigate the matter thoroughly, we

decided to take the safe course and not jjermit its use. A quarry at

North Vernon, Indiana, which furnished stone of undoubted quality,

could not deliver the quantity as rapidly as necessary. There were

then available only the Indiana oolitic limestone and the Berea sand-

stone quarries, each of undoubted character and of sufficient magni-

tude to furnish rapidly the quantity of stone required. It was found,

however, that the oolitic quarries could give no guarantee of prompt

delivery on account of other contracts, and it was decided to obtain

the face stone for the important piers from the Berea sandstone

quarries. In order to reduce the cost of masonry to that originally

specified, the King Bridge Company requested j^ermission to use

concrete heartings in the piers in question. The writer had no exj^e-

rience in constructing masonry in this way, but knowing it had been

done satisfactorily in several instances of moderate-sized piers, readily

granted i3ermission to the contractors to construct Piers Nos. 4 and 8

as requested.

In the absence of information regarding the comparative elasticity

of concrete and Berea sandstone, consent to the use of concrete in the

interiors of the large Piers Nos. 5, 6 and 7, in which the pressure on

the lower course is very great, was withheld. The Berea stone is com-

paratively soft, and if the concrete should compress more than it did,

the periphery of the jjier woiild be subjected to crushing. We did not

care to take any chance in the matter. We are not aware of any

piers of this size thus constructed except some granite piers on the
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lV[ississii:)pi River, whicli no doubt could withstand a pressure of this

kind.

The contract price for the substructure was as follows:

Fimt.—Filling in abutments on NeAvport and Cincinnati sides,

earth or gravel, per cubic yard, fO.22.

Second.—Excavation of Piers 1, 2, 3, 9, pedestals and abutment

foundations, per cubic yard, ^0.44.

Third.—Concrete foundations, per cubic yard, $4.40.

Fourth.—Pile foundations, per linear foot, 30.8 cents.

Fifth.—First-class masonry, including the cost of foundation ex-

cavation, etc., for Piers Nos. 4 and 8, $11.43 per cubic yard.

Sixth.—First-class masonry, including the cost of foundation com-

plete for Piers Nos. 5, 6 and 7, $12. 50 -pev cubic yard.

Seventh.-—First-class masonry, Piers Nos. 1, 2, 3, 9, and pedestals,

per cubic yard, $9.90.

Eighth.—Second-class masonry in abutments and ramps, per cubic

yard, $7.98.

The quantities of masonry in each part of the work is shown in the

following table :

Centkal Bkidge, Cincinnati-Newpokt.—Built 1890-91.

Pier Number.

Size under Sub-
Coping.

Size at Base of
Shaft.

g ,6Jb

S P

.so

Cubic
Yards of
Masonry.

Remarks.

1

2

3
4

5

6
7
8

9

4'. 98 X 29'. 98
4'. 98 X 29'. 98
COO X 30'. 00
9'. 00 X 34'. 00

10'. 00 X 34'. 00

10'. 00 X 34'. 00
9'. no X 34. 00
7'. 00 X 32' 00
7 .00 X 32' 00

26'. 22
39. 41
47'. 00
73. 90

112'. 79

104'. 09
9 3'. 43
87-. 14
37". 28

6'. 42 X 31'. 42
7'.G3 X 32. 63
9'. 07 X 33'. 07

13'. 77 X 49. 52

17". 34 X 53'. 66

17'. 80 X 54'. 16
16. 00 X 51'. 75
13'. 47 X 4 6'. 83
9'. 58 X 34'. 58

18"
18'

IH"
18"

24"

24"
18"
18"
18"

146.18
271.68
393 92

1432.85

2 357.61

2 475.59
1 974.12
1 393.30
330.06

Square Shaft.

Circular Shaft.
Circular Shaft, inc.

Caisson in H't.
Circular Shaft.

Square Shaft.

Cin'ti
Bamp. 12" 663.08

Newport
Eaiiip. 12" 1510.23

Superstructure.—The suiierstructure of this bridge consisted of the

following Sloans as shown on the general lay-out :
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Viaduct spans: one s^jan, 36 feet; four spans, 28 feet 6 inches; one

through span, 108 feet center to center of jiiers; three spans, 27 feet

each; one through span, 162 feet center to center of piers; one canti-

lever arm, 252 feet; one cantilever arm, 156 feet; one suspended span,

208 feet; one cantilever arm, 156 feet; one cantilever arm, 252 feet;

two through spans, 254 feet each. Viaduct spans: one, 55 feet; three,

30 feet; three, 61 feet; one, 29 feet; and one, 50 feet. The clearance

is 16 feet above the toj? of roadway, and the clear width between

trusses is 24 feet.

The specifications governing the construction of this portion of the

work are very full, and contain a number of features which will be dis-

cussed by r. C Osborn, M. Am. Soc. C. E. , in his paper on the can-

tilever sjjan of the bridge. A copy of the specifications will be found

in Appendix 2. Full information in regard to loads and unit stresses

allowed, the character of the material used and the required tests will

be found therein.

The insjjection of the material at the mills, the work at the bridge

shojis and the erection was conducted by the firm of G. W. G. Ferris

& Co. , of Pittsburgh. About six hundred and fifty tests, taken from

rolled sections, were made. The material proved to be of first-class

character, all that was accepted falling within the limitations of the

specifications. The full-sized eye-bars tested all broke in the body of

the bar with the excejjtion of one which failed in the head on account

of a flaw. The defective head was ciit off and another put on. Upon

a re-test this bar broke in the body of the bar.

Centraxi Bridge.—DETAiiiED Weights, Etc.

Superstructure

:

Pounds.

36-foot span and bent 1 26 640

28-foot 5-inch span 11 545

Two 28-foot 5-inch spans and bents 2, 3 and 4 54 545

28-foot 5-inch span 11 215

108-foot truss span 124 725

27-foot span 14 020

27-foot span and bents 5 and 6 35 385

27-foot 2-inch span 12 340

Carried forward 290 415
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Pounds.

Broiiglit forward 290415

162-foot truss span 202 010

Shore arms of cantilever 1 376 978

River arms of cantilever 691 360

Suspended span 335 185

Two 254-foot spans 809 160

55-foot girder sjaans 45 550

30-foot Sloans and bents 7 and 8 37 396

31-foot 5-inch span 15 025

30-foot span and bents 9 and 10 33 566

31-foot 5-inch span 15 235

30-foot span and bents 11 and 12 33 396

31-foot 5-inch span 15 070

29-foot span and bents 13 and 14 28 432

50-foot girder 36 715

3 965 483

Eivets, bolts, etc 31 790

Hook bolts, nails and spikes 36 945

Finials and cresting 17 075

Name plates and castings 5 345

Hand railing, Rail 176 695

Braces 2 405

Posts 12 955

Lamps, posts and braces 3 590

Newel posts 5 635

Stairwavs 44 865
337 300

4 302 783

Lumber (white oak) for floor 551 434 feet B. M.

Paint, 650 gallons (two coats) 1 gallon for 3 J tons.

Erection of Central Bridge.—About the middle of September, 1890,

although the masonry was in somewhat of a sad plight, and it was

clearly evident that the contractors could not complete their work as

agreed upon, there was sufficient work done to enable hopes to be

formed that the work could be completed somewhere in the neighbor-

hood of February or March, 1891.
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On the Cincinnati end nothing could be done owing to the right of

way not yet being clear and the sujierstructure not yet comijleted.

Work "was therefore begun on the Newport end. In the early part of

October the viaduct on the Newport side was started and was com-

pleted by the 25th of the month. On October 30th the girders across

Front Street were jjlaced in position. On November 12th the raising

of the iron si)an between Piers 8 and 9 was begun, the false work hav-

ing been placed between these piers during the latter j^art of October,

and by the loth the spans were connected. On the 21th it was fully

riveted up and the stringers and floor beams were in place. On

November 25th the false work for the span between Piers 7 and 8 was

started and was finished December 3d, and by December 9th this span

was fully coupled up.

The question as to whether the Newj^oi-t shore arm of the canti-

lever between Piers 6 and 7 should be erected at this time now arose
;

the work on the caisson for Pier No. 5 was progressing favorably, and

indications were that it would be prosecuted to a finish "n-ithout inter-

ru^jtion. The river looked very favorable (water stage 15 feet), and it

was decided to erect this arm. On December 11th the work on the

false work was started and was finished by the 20th, and on the 21st the

raising of iron began. On the 22d reports from the head waters of the

river indicated that considerable of a rise coiild be expected, so that

additional energy was used, and by the 23d this span was coupled uiJ

without the floor beams or stringers.

It was calculated that the trusses could stand their own weight

alone, if found necessary to remove the false work before the river

arms of the cantilever were erected. As the indications were that the

river would reach a stage of over 30 feet, in which false work could

not be held, it was determined to take it out, and this was done by

the 28th of the month. The work on the Newport side was then

stopped until some reasonable assurance of the completion of Pier No.

5 could be had, and the work on the erection of the river arm was not

started until the following May. "VSTien this work was begun the ma-

terial for the cantilever arm was taken out in barges and hoisted into

place. This work was very difficult and expensive, but it was not

safe to take any material out on the shore arm without having false

work to support it.

After extending the river arm three panels and hanging to it the

ft
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traveler weighing about 60 tons, jjermission was given the contractor

for erection, to place the floor system of the shore arm in position and

to carry out the material along the bridge. The erection towards the

center of the cantilever was carried on slowly, as there was no occasion

to jjush this until Pier No. 5 was completed. It, however, was finished

Jiine 18th, at the same time as Pier No. 5.

Prior to January 1st the right of way on the Cincinnati side had

been fully obtained, cleared, and the substructiire finished. On Janu-

ary 15th the Cincinnati viaduct was erected and fully riveted.* By

March 11th the 162-foot span between Piers 3 and 1 was coupled up.

On May 25th the false work on the Cincinnati shore arm was started

and finished June 12th. July 3d this arm was completely coujjled

up, and by the 14th the inside traveler necessary to erect the canti-

lever was completed, and the work of erecting the Cincinnati canti-

lever arm started. On July 22d the two arms of the cantilever met

and were coupled up withoiit any difficulty. The wedges and screws

used gave great satisfaction and enabled the span to be readily

adjusted. On August 29th, 1891, the whole work was comi^leted and

opened for the use of the public.

THE CANTILEVEE SPAN.

By F. C. OsBOKN, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

One of the objective points in the designing of this structure was

the elimination, as far as possible, of undulatory and vibratory motion

from passing loads. To this end the stringers were riveted rigidly to

the floor beams, the floor beams in turn rigidly attached to jjosts and

suspenders, and the latter made in compression form in order to better

resist any tendency to vertical vibration. The lower lateral bracing is

made of angles, arranged in a double triangular system, the angles

attached to stringers at all intersections and to each other at center of

panel; the attachment to chords is by means of wing plates directly to

main truss pins.

* P.'ate XXXI.

t
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The portal bracing at the ancliorage end of the shore arm is in box

form, taking hold of both top and bottom flanges of the end post by

means of large gusset plates and also attaching securely to the tojj

and bottom flanges of the top chord. The portal rods are made double

and attach to long pins jiassing through the gussets.

The top chord bars of the river cantilever arms are made in two-

panel lengths, and are supported by the light vertical posts and toj)

lateral struts in such a way as to clamp them securely in position and

at the same time effectively transmit the wind pressure at the j^anel

point to the top lateral bracing.

Owdng to the sharp grade of the cantilever spans the proper position

for the tall jiosts over the j)iers became an interesting question. If they

were made vertical, the other posts and suspenders being normal to

the bottom chord and grade, it would make a short jDanel on one side

of the post and a long one on the other, and give the post the appearance

of leaning ujj-grade, as well as an aw^kward look on account of not being

parallel with the posts on either side of it. These objections could

have been met, of course, by making all posts and suspenders vertical

instead of normal to the grade. If this was done, however, it would

have to be done on the adjacent spans, two of 254 feet each and one of

162 feet, and the extra exj^ense would have been greater than was

thought justifiable. After considerable study and the making of scale

drawings of the several combinations, it was decided to make all posts,

including the large ones over the pier, perpendicular to the grade.

The camber calculations for the river arm of the cantilever were

made on the basis of the full dead load and one-half only of the maxi-

mum live load strain. The compression members were lengthened and

the tension members shortened by an amount corresponding to their

change in length from the strains caused by the above loading. The

lengths of members in the shore arm w^ere calculated as thoiigh the

bottom chord w^as perfectly straight and the posts perpendicular to it,

no allowance being made for upward or downward deflection. After

swinging, and before the erection of the river arm, this span would

deflect downward; under the dead load alone of the completed struct-

ure it would deflect upward; with the live load covering this arm

alone it would deflect downward at the anchorage end and upward at

the other, the bottom chord taking the form of a reverse curve.

The calculated maximum anchorage strain is 136000 pounds at the
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end of each truss, and is taken tip by a 6 x 1^-inch steel eye-bar pas

20 feet into the masonry and attached to a box girder 7 feet square and

2 feet deep.

Provision for alternate strains of tension and compression in the top

chord of the anchorage arm is made by using eye-bars for the full

tension strain and a built member for the full compression strain.

The compression chord is prevented from taking up any tensile strain,

by means of oblong pin holes which permit the compression members

to separate at the joint.

.A^ipjpEJsriDiix: I.

SPECIFICATIONS FOE SUBSTKUCTURE OF THE "CENTRAL
BRIDGE" OVER THE OHIO RIVER, BETWEEN

CINCINNATI AND NEWPORT, FOR THE
CENTRAL RAILWAY AND

BRIDGE COMPANY.

Ahulments.—The abutments or ramps on the Cincinnati and Newjiort

sides shall be respectively about 277 and 330 feet long ; they shall be

formed of two side walls of masonry capped, as shown on plans, -with

coping courses 12 inches thick and 2 feet wide, supporting the side

railings, and form the remainder of the width of the sidewalks -with

Berea sandstone flags not less than 9 inches thick, laid in cement with

parallel joints, and a front wall supporting the end of the iron super-

structure, capped with limestone not less than 18 inches thick. The

ends of the flagstone on the roadway side shall be supported on a good

and suitable foundation, as the engineer may direct.

These walls shall be built of freestone ashlars not less than 10

inches thick ; they shall be founded on a bed of concrete or on pile

foundations, as the nature of the ground may recjuire. The spaces

between the walls shall be filled with earth, gravel or broken stone, or

brick deposited in 12-inch layers, upon which the pavement and tracks

for the wagon-ways and tramways shall be laid.

Pedestals.—There shall be twelve i^edestals of masonry for the via-

duct approach on the Cincinnati side, and sixteen for the viaduct

approach on the Newport side. The i^edestals shall be built of free-

1
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stone ashlars not less than 18 inches thick, cajjped with a single block

of limestone not less than 18 inches thick. They shall be founded on

a bed of concrete, or on a pile foundation, as the nature of the ground

may require.

Piers.—Numbering from the Cincinnati side. Piers Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4

and 9 shall be founded on pile or concrete foundations, the bottom of

the masonry being from 6 to 10 feet below the surface of the ground.

Piers Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8 shall be founded on the bed rock of the

river. The rock shall be excavated from 4 to 6 feet in depth, and

properly dressed to receive the first course of masonry; the spaces

between the side walls of the pit and the masonry of the piers shall be

filled with concrete to an even elevation with the bottom of the river.

Piers Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 9 shall be rectangular in shape, in a hori-

zontal section, with a batter of one-half inch to the foot on all faces.

Piers Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 shall also be rectangular in shaj^e from

the top of coping down to the elevation of high water. From high

water down they shall have a semi-circular nosing at each end, as

shovm on plans.

The general dimensions for each pier shall be approximately as

follows

:

Coping.

Pier 1, 8 X 32

"2, 8 X 32

"3, 8 X 32

" 4, 11 X 36

" 5, 12 X 36

" 6, 12 X 36

" 7, 11 X 36

"8, 9 X 32

"9, 9 X 32

Heights.

29 41

34 79

34 71

29 70

21 70

Total.

23 feet.

34

42

70

113

105

99

91

36

The masonry of Piers Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 9 shall be of freestone ashlars

not less than 16 inches thick ; the coping shall be no less than 18

inches thick, and of approved stone.

The masonry of Piers Nos. 4 and 8 shall be of Berea sandstone ash-

lars for the face, with concrete hearting below high water.

Piers Nos. 5, 6 and 7 shall be of Berea sandstone facing and Ohio

River freestone hearting below high water.

The masonry of Piers Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 shall be composed en-

tirely of freestone ashlars above high water to the under side of coiJ-
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ing. The depth of the courses shall not be less than 16 inches. The

coping courses shall be of limestone of approved quality not less than

24 inches thick for Piers Nos. 5 and 6, and 18 inches thick for piers

Nos. 4, 7 and 8.

Each i^ier shall have one or more footing courses. The anchorage

for the ends of the Cantilever spans on Piers Nos. 4 and 7, as well as

the anchor bolts in pedestals of the viaducts, shall be put in by the

contractor for the substi'ucture ; the iron work for the same shall be

furnished by the Bridge Company.

Genekal.

All coffer-dams and scaffoldings used for the construction of the

piers, as well as all surplus material excavated for the foundations of

the same, shall be removed by the contractor before payment of the

final estimate. The material excavated from the foundations of the

river piers shall be deposited in such a place as not to cause any ob-

struction in any portion of the river. The place of deposit shall be

satisfactory to the proper authorities.

Piers and pedestals shall be built of first-class masonry. The abut-

ments shall be of second-class masonry. All joints of the masonry

shall be neatly pointed off with rich cement mortar. No masonry

shall be laid in freezing weather without permission of the Engineer.

All materials shall be inspected, and shall be used only when

ai^proved and accepted by the engineer. All work shall be done

under the direction and to the accejitance of the engineer. All

defective work shall be promptly taken down by the contractor on

orders from the engineer, and rebuilt properly at the contractor's

expense.

In the absence of the contractor from- any part of the work, the

engineer shall give his orders respecting that work to whomso-

ever it may be in charge of, or executing the said work, and his orders

shall be respected and obeyed. The contractor assumes all risks

arising from the weather, accidents or causualties of any kind.

Masonry detail? shall be prepared by the engineer for each struct-

iire, and a copy of the same shall be furnished the contractor before

beginning the work.

Masonry shall be divided into two classes: first and second-class^

masonry.
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Fi7-st-class Masonry.—For Piers Nos. 4 and 8: The thickness of the

courses shall vary from 16 inches thick to 30 inches thick, and the

courses shall decrease uniformly in thickness from the bottom to the

top of piers. The j)iers shall consist of alternate courses of headers

and stretchers. They shall not be less than 3^ feet nor more than 6

feet long, and shall be no less than 16 inches nor more than 30 inches

thick, nor less in width than one and one-quarter times the depth of

the course to which they belong.

The casings shall be of Berea sandstone and the piers shall be

filled with concrete made of Louisville selected and inspected cement.

The casings shall be laid in alternate courses of headers and stretchers;

the face stones shall be square; the joints shall be three-eighths of an

inch in thickness. The vertical joints three-eighths of an inch in thick-

ness shall extend backward from the face of the wall no less than 12

inches, and as much more as the stone will admit. The concrete fill-

ing shall be placed in the pier upon the comj^letion of each course of

the casing. It shall be mixed and deposited in place as specified under

the head of "concrete."

All face stone must hold their size back in the heart of the wall that

they show on the face.

All stone must lie on their natural quarry bed, and must be cleaned

carefully and dampened before setting. They must have their beds

and joints well dressed, and true to the proper plane. The beds shall

be made as large as the stones will admit of. All face stones shall

break joints not less than 12 inches.

No hammering on the stone will be allowed after it is set, but small

inequalities may be jaointed ofi" carefully.

The masonry shall be rock faced, with no projections of more than

3 inches from the proper plane.

The belting and coping courses, as well as quoins, shall have drafts

Ij inches wide. The coping stones shall have j)arallel joints dressed

throughout. They shall be of such dimensions as may be required by

the engineer. They shall be tied together with iron clamps made of

seven-eighths inch square iron; they shall extend 9 inches within the

edge of each stone and their points shall extend 4 inches into each

stone; the clamps shall be set in lead.

Firat-class Masonry for Piers Nos. 5, 6 and 7.—The jjiers shall con-

sist of headers and stretchers, and there shall be at least one header to
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every three stretchers, or more frequently if necessary in the opinion

of the engineer.

Headers and stretchers shall not be less than 3i feet nor more than

7 feet long, according to thickness, nor less in width than one and a

quarter times the depth of the course to which they belong.

The thickness of the courses shall not be less than 16 inches nor

more than 30 inches, and they shall decrease uniformly from the bottom

to the top of walls.

Face stones must hold the size back in the heart of the wall that

they show on the face.

All stones must lie on their natural quarry bed and must be cleaned

carefully and dampened before setting. They must have their beds

and joints well dressed and true to their proper j)lane.

The beds shall be made as large as the stones will admit; the verti-

cal joints of the face must be in contact at least 6 inches measured in

from the face. The face stones shall break joints not less than 12

inches. The backing shall be of good-sized, well-shaped stones, laid

so as to break joints, and thoroughly bond the work in all directions.

The joints shall not be less than three-eighths of an inch nor more than

five-eighths of an inch thick. There shall be no spaces larger than 6

inches between the backing stones; they shall be filled with small stones

laid flush in cement mortar. The whole of the masonry shall be laid

flush in cement mortar, so as to fill thoroughly all joints, beds and

spaces between stones. To remove all doubts as to this point, each

course shall also be grouted, if required by the engineer.

No hammering on the stone will be allowed after it is set, but small

inequalities may be pointed off carefully.

The masonry shall be rock faced, with no projections of more than

3 inches from the proper line.

The belting and coping courses, as well as all quoins, shall have

drafts li inches wide. The coping stone shall have parallel joints

dressed throughout. They shall be of such dime;isions as may be

required by the engineer. They shall be tied together with iron

clamps made of seven-eighths of an inch square. They shall extend 9

inches within the edge of each stone, and their points shall extend 4

inches into each stone; the clamps shall be set in lead.

First-class Masonry for Piers Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 9.—Shall be built

entirely of Ohio Eiver freestone. The piers shall consist of headers
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and stretchers, and there shall be at least one header to every three

stretchers, and more frequently if necessary in the oj^inion of the

engineer.

Headers and stretchers shall not be less than 2i feet nor more than

6 feet long, according to thickness, and not less than 1^ feet wide,

nor less in width than the depth of the courses to which they belong.

In all other respects the specifications governing the construction of

Piers Nos. 5, 6 and 7 shall be used in the construction of Piers Nos. 1,

2, 3 and 9.

Second-class Masonry.—Face stones shall not be less in thickness

than sjjecified for on each piece of work.

Joints.—Vertical joints on the face must be in contact at least 4

inches measured in from the face, and as much more as the stone will

admit of.

Backing.—Shall be of large, well-shaped stones, having good natu-

ral or scabbled beds, the thickness corresponding to the face stones

of the same course. Bond of face and backing stones shall not be less

than 12 inches.

In all other resjjects second-class masonry shall be constructed as

specified under the heads of "First-class Masonry " for Piers Nos. 5,

6 and 7.

Concrete.—Concrete shall be composed by actual measurement of four

measures of broken stone of uniform size, not more than 2 \ inches in any

direction, free from clay and soa^jstone and well screened, two meas-

ures of sand and one measure of cement. The broken stone is to be

well watered, and stone and mortar thoroughly turned and mixed on a

tight plank floor immediately before using until every stone is coated

with the mortar.

All concrete is to be laid in sections or layers, not exceeding 9 inches

in thickness, and is to be thoroughly rammed. It must be mixed so

dry that the water will not flush to the surface until the ramming is

nearly completed. The ramming must be completed within fifteen

minutes after the water has been mixed Avith the cement. Concrete

shall be allowed at least twelve hours to set before masonry is laid

on it.

I

Pile Foundations.—The piles shall be of white oak, not less than 8

inches in diameter at the small end and 12 inches at the butt end,

with the bark peeled ofl". They shall be straight and carefully pointed

I
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or shod witli ai)proved cast or wrouglit iron shoes, if required by the

engineer.

They shall be driven to such a depth as the engineer may direct.

They shall be driven with suitable rings and with a heavy hammer,

with short falls, if necessary, to avoid splitting. All piles badly split

or otherwise injured in driving, or driven out of place by the fault of

the contractor, shall be replaced with others at the contractor's expense.

The piles shall be cut off level 2 feet below the bottom of the

masonry, and 1 foot above the bottom of excavation. The pit shall

then be filled with concrete to the level of the top of the piles, and the

piles capi^ed by 12 x 12-inch timbers of one length drift-bolted to the

piles with iron drifts 1 inch in diameter. The spaces between the cajjs

shall be filled with concrete, and the platform made of 12 x 12-inch

timbers laid closely together.

After the first course of masonry is laid, the spaces between it and

the sides of the excavation shall be filled with concrete to a height of 12

inches above the top of the jjlatform. After the masonry has been car-

ried above ground, the remainder of the pit shall be filled with the

material excavated, well rammed in, and the pavement, if any, that

was removed for the excavation, shall be carefully relaid and left in as

good condition as it was before.

The si^aces between the walls of ramps shall be paved, guttered and

curbed with granite in accordance with the specifications in force for

similar work in the City of Cincinnati.

Matekials.

Stone.—The freestone shall be equal to the best qiiality of what is

known as the Ohio River freestone, procurable on the river between

Maysville and Portsmouth. The limestone shall be equal to the best

quality of Indiana compact limestone, procurable near North Vernon

and Greensburg, Ind.

All stone must be sound, of sufficient strength to stand the required

pressure without danger of crushing, not liable to be affected by the

weather, and shall be thoroughly seasoned before using.

Cement.—The cement shall be equal to the best qiiality of Louisville

hydraulic cement. It shall stand, without breaking, a tensile strength

of not less than 100 pounds jjer square inch in briquettes seven days

old. It shall not swell or crack in the process of hardening.
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Sand.—Tlie sand shall be clean, sharp river sand, properly screened

from all dirt, clay, soapstone, or other impiirities.

Mwtar.—The cement mortar shall be generally comj^osed of one

measure of cement to two measures sand well mixed with clear water

in clear water beds and used immediately after mixing. Different pro-

portions of sand and cement shall be used when required by the

engineer.

Timber.—All the permanent timbers used in the foundations shall

be of sound white oak cut from living trees, free from worm holes, dry

rot, decayed and loose knots, wind shakes, and all other defects impair-

ing its strength and durability. It shall be sawed true and of full size.

Sap angles measuring over Ij inches on the face shall not be allowed.

Iron.—All wrought iron in bolts, spikes, clamps, pile-shoes and other

parts used in the substructure, shall be of the best quality of tough,

ductile metal, that will stand 50 000 pounds tension per square inch

before breaking, with 15 per cent, elongation in specimens three-quar-

ters of an inch square, 12 inches long, and bend cold 180 degrees on a

circle IJ inches in diameter.

All cast iron shall be of tough, gray metal that will stand 18 000

2)ounds tension -per square inch before breaking.

.A-I^:e>eistidi:x: ii.

SPECIFICATIOXS FOE THE CENTRAL RAILWAY AXD BREDGE
COMPANY'S HIGHTV'AY BRIDGE OYER THE OHIO

EIYER FROM CINCINNATI, OHIO, TO
NEWPORT, KY.

Form of Truss.—The form and dimensions of trusses sho"«'n on the

general drawings will be satisfactory.

Strain Sheets.—The strain sheets submitted must show for each

member of the truss and for cross bracing the maximum live and dead

load stresses sustained, together with the wind stresses in the top and

bottom chord and end brace, the dimensions and area of cross-sections,

the kind of metal used, also the dead load assumed in the calculations,

which must not be less than the actual weight of the structure.
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Detail Drawings.—Tracings of comi^lete detail drawings must be

submitted for approval and be approved by the engineer before work

is commenced. A coj^y of every approved strain sheet and drawing

shall be furnished the engineer within ten days after its approval, and

all working drawings required by the engineer will be furnished free

of cost.

Material.—All parts of the structure shall be of wrought ii-on or

steel, except washers, separating si:)ools (over 1 inch in thickness) and

ornamental work, which may be of cast iron, and the flooring herein-

after specified.

Clearance.—All through spans shall have a clear height of not less

than 16 fe.et above the top of roadway floor, a clear width between

trusses of 24 feet and two sidewalks 7 feet in the clear. The clear

width between guard rails shall not be less than 22 feet.

Temperature.—Provision must be made in all parts of the structure

for the expansion and contraction corresponding to a variation of 150

degrees Fahr. in temperature.

Flock.

Depth.—The depth of floor from toj) of roadway to lowest i^oint of

iron work shall not exceed 5 feet.

Plan.—The floor beam may be riveted to Zee iron or steel j^osts by

means of gusset plate above pin ; or, if the posts are composed of

channels or built ujd with plates and angles, the webs of floor beams

can pass through slots in the posts and be riveted to angles on the

interior of same. Tension on rivet heads must be avoided.

Bottom Laterals.—The bottom laterals must be attached directly to

the bottom chord pins by wing plates or by other effective means. If

a stiff system is used the members must be riveted at their intersec-

tions
; if rods are used they must be securely clamped together.

Roadiimy.—The roadway shall consist of six lines of iron stringers

riveted to floor beams. These stringers shall be covered with cross

timbers of suitable dimensions, spaced at not more than 30 inches

centers. These cross timbers to be covered with two layers of plank-

ing, the lower course being 3 inches in thickness and not exceeding 8

inches in width, laid longittidinally with one-fourth-inch open joints.

The top course will be 2^ inches thick, laid transversely and with close

joints, excepting that adjacent to track rail there will be one longitud-
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inal strip 8 inches in width ; the remaining top course of planking

must not exceed 6 inches in Avidth. Each cross-tie must be notched

over the stringers at least one-half inch, and be securely fastened to

the outside flanges of outside stringers bv tive-eighths-inch hook bolts

and in addition at two intermediate stringers, and so arranged to alter-

nate in each consecutive tie. These hook bolts must be provided viith

a wrought-iron washer under nut. The cross-ties must extend without

break over all stringers. The bottom course of planking shall be

securely fastened to cross-ties by wrought -iron s^^ikes at least 7 x |-

inches, two at each end and at alternate edges over each cross-tie.

The top coiirse of planking will be securely fastened to the bottom

course by fifty-penny nails of approved quality.

Guard Rail.—The wheel guards will be 8 x 8 inches, supported by

blocks Si inches high, 10 inches wide and 10 inches long, spaced

center to center a distance of 5 feet, or the distance center to center of

every other cross-tie. These blocks are to be beveled at one end to a

width of 8 inches at their top; the guard rail will be beveled on lower

inner edge not less than 1 inch between faces of blocks; these blocks

will be suj^ported directly on the lower course of planking. The

guard rail, block, lower course of planking and cross-tie shall be

securely fastened by a three-quarter-inch bolt, provided with -wTought-

iron washers above and below.

Sidewalk.—The sidewalk floor shall consist of one course 6 x 2-inch

planking laid with one-fourth-inch oj^en joints on cross-ties of suitable

size, spaced not more than 2 feet on centers, and laid transversely on

iron stringers; separating strips must be used at least 6 inches long,

one-fourth inch thick and 2 inches in width over each cross-tie be-

tween each line of planking. These separating striijs are to be se-

curely nailed to edge of planking. The cross-ties shall be secured to

top flanges of outside stringers-by five-eighths-inch hook bolts jjro-

vided with wrought-iron washers. The flooring of the sidewalk shall

be fastened with forty-penny nails—two at each end of planks, and at

alternate edges of each consecutive cross-tie. Suitable j^ro-s-ision must

be made for completely boxing in the lower chord of spans.

Sidewalk Railiiig.—A substantial iron railing, not less than 4 feet in

height and of api^roved design, shall be erected on the outer line of

sidewalks the entire length of the bridge and approaches. The rail-

ings on superstructure shall have posts resting directly on the floor
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beam, and be securely braced thereto by outside braces of proper in-

clination, and extending nearly to the top of posts. The railings

over the approaches shall be securely fastened by bolts let into the

masonry and properly leaded. Intermediate stays shall be provided

at center of panels.

Lighting.—Provision for lighting the entire structure must be made,

nsing lamps and posts of design approved by the engineer.

Gas Main.—Suitable provision mtist be made for carrying under

the sidewalk one line of 15-inch gas main.

Loads.

Dead Loach.—The structure shall be proportioned to carry the fol-

lowing load, viz.

:

First.—The weight of iron and steel in the structure, the weight

of iron being assumed at 3J pounds for 12 cubic inches and the weight

of steel 2 per cent, heavier.

Second.—The weight of wooden floor, considering each foot B. M. to

weigh Al pounds for white oak. No extra allowance need be made for

spikes, and railings may be assumed to weigh 30 pounds per lineal

foot each. Track rails may be assumed to weigh 80 pounds per lineal

foot of bridge.

The total dead panel loads will be distributed at top and bottom

points as follows:

1st. On loaded chords:

[a.) One-half load resulting from weight of trusses.

{b.) The panel loads resulting from weight of lateral system in

the jjlane of the chord.

(c.) One-half the weight of sway system at jjanel points where

occurring.

((/. ) The panel loads resulting from weight of wooden floor, floor

beams, stringers, sidewalk brackets, sidewalk railings and

track rails.

2d. On unloaded chords:

{a. ) One-half the panel load resulting from weight of trusses.

{h.) The i^anel loads resulting from weight of lateral system in

the plane of the chord.

(c.) One-half the weight of sway system at panel points where

occurring.
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Live Loads.—For all tmss members receiving more than one panel

load 75 pounds per square foot of clear roadway and sidewalks for 25i-

foot spans; 80 pounds per square foot for suspended span and canti-

lever arms; 85 pounds per square foot for 162-foot span; 100 jjounds

per square foot for 108-foot span. For stringers, floor beams, long

suspenders and iron trestle 100 pounds per square foot of clear road-

way and sidewalks, or an Aveling & Porter 15-ton steam road roller.

In the calculation of stresses the following conditions of live load

will be assumed

:

For main truss members, the roadway and both sidewalks will be

considered loaded.

For trestle legs and long suspenders, roadway and one sidewalk

only T\T.ll be considered loaded, and for floor beams, the roadway will

be considered loaded with sidewalks unloaded, also roadway unloaded

with sidewalks loaded.

Ai.i.owi:d Stbesses.

Allowed stresses per square inch in pounds for diflferent members

will be as follows

:

Tension Members:
Wrought Iron. Steel.

^Wers'"^ 1- 10 000 ( 1 -i-
^^^^l^^ \ u 000 ( 1 -i- ^^^lE^I^^)

cuuuieis,
) V max. stress / \ max. stress/

Shapes and)
angles (net V 10 000 12 000
section), )

Lateral rods, 18 000

Compression 3Iembers :

Wrought Iron.

Square ends, 9 000— 30-
r

One square ) ,

and one pin I 9 000— 35-
end,

)
^

Pin ends, 9 000— 40-
r

Lateral Struts:

In which / equals distance between supports in inches, r equals

least radius of gyration in inches,

11000— 50-^

Flanges of floor beam,
) Tension—Same formula as for eye-bars

stringers and plate girders i and counters.

steel.

15 000 --60A
r

15 000 -
r

15 000 --sol
r
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Compression

:

In wliicli I equals unsupported length in inches, b equals width of

flange in inches,

10 000

IJ '^

^ 5 000 6^

Altei'nate Tension and Compression :

For compression only. Use compression formula.

For greater stress,

Wrought
Iron. Steel.

1 nno ( 1
iiiax. lesser stress \ ^ ^^ ^^^ / .. max. lesser stress \

\ 2 max. greater stress / \ 2 max. greater stress/

Use the one giving the greater area of section.

Wrought g, ,

Iron.
°'^®^^-

Shearing : On webs of floor beams, stringers and plate

girders 4 000

Pins and rivets 6 000 8 000

Bearing : On diameter of pin holes 12 000 18 000

On diameter of rivet holes 12 000 15 000

Bending : Stress in extreme fiber of pins 15 000 21 000

Field Rivets.-—All field rivets must be iron, and provision

will be made for 50 per cent, in excess of above

requirements.

Timber : On extreme fibers in bending ; tension and

compression 1 200

On bearing surfaces 400

Wind.—Wind strains shall be calculated :

1. For a pressure of 30 pounds per square foot on the exjjosed sur^

faces of both trusses and railings, and a moving loac^ surface of 6 square

feet per lineal foot of bridge.

2. For a wind pressure of 50 pounds per square foot on the exposed

surfaces of both trusses and railings, the direction of wind giving

larger surface being assumed in the calculations. The greatest results

shall be taken in the proportioning of parts.

Lateral Struts.—Lateral struts will be proportioned to resist the

resultant due to an initial stress of 10000 pounds joer square inch upon

all rods attached to them, when this is in excess of wind stress. The

fiber stress due to weight of strut must be considered and be deducted

from the unit stress specified.
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Camber.
72Is

All spaBS shall have an estimated camber of d= —r-, in which d is

camber in inches, / equals length of span in feet, s equals mean stress

jjer square inch on chords in tons of 2 000 pounds, Ji equals depth of

truss in feet, and c equals 900 + 8.4 span for sj)ans under 250 feet, and

c equals 3 000 pounds for spans over 250 feet.

Paint.

All iron or steel, before leaving the shop, shall be cleaned from all

loose scales and rust, and be given one good coat of pure linseed oil.

All surfaces in contact with each other shall receive one coat of oxide

of iron paint before assembling, and all jjlaned or turned surfaces shall

be coated with white lead or tallow. After erection all iron and steel

work shall be thoroughly and evenly painted with two coats of paint

of such quality and color as the engineer may select.

PliATE GrRDEES.

Compressed Flanges.—The compressed flanges shall be stayed trans-

versely when their length is more than twenty-five times their width.

Weh Splices.—All joints in webs shall be spliced by a plate on each

side of web.

Flange Area.—No part of the web will be considered as available in

flange area. The web is assumed to sustain shear only.

Stiffeners.—All web plates shall have stifleners at the inner edges of

end-bearing plates and at all points of local concentrated loadings.

Intermediate stiffeners will be used if the shearing stress per square

. 10 000

inch in web exceeds 1 /^\^> iii which d equals clear depth
1 + -

000 \t)3

between flange angles or clear distance between stiffening angles, and

t equals thickness of web.

Detatls of Consteuction.

Unsymmeti'ical Sections.—Sections composed of two rolled or riveted

channels and one plate shall have the center of pin, in all cases, in the

center of gravity of the section, and any abutting members shall be so

proportioned that the centers of pins shall be on the same line. All
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eccentricity of stress shall be avoided. Provision must be made in all

chord sections for bending from its OAvn weight.

Bottom Laterals.—The bottom laterals will be attached directly to

the bottom chord pins and not to the floor beams.

Top Lateral Struts.—The top lateral struts Avill have the full depth

of the chord, and be securely riveted thereto.

.Portals.—The portals will consist of top and bottom struts con-

nected by cross bracing. The struts will be of neat design, be pro-

vided with ornamental brackets, and be securely attached to the

trusses. The portal at each end of bridge will be provided with a

name plate of approved design having such appropriate inscription as

may be directed.

Top Lateral Bods.—Top lateral rods Avill be attached directly to the

chord pins by wing plates or other effective means.

Rollers.—All spans shall have at one end nests of turned friction

rollers of wrought iron or steel bearing upon planed surfaces. The

rollers shall not be less than 2i inches in diameter, and the pressure

per lineal inch of roller shall not exceed 700 ^^ for wrought iron or

900 v/(/ for steel, d representing the diameter of roller in inches.

Bed Plates.—Bed plates shall be of sufiicient thickness to transmit

the pressure on them uniformly to the rollers or masonry, as the case

may be. It will be sufficient in determining this thickness to consider

the plate having the load upon it uniformly distributed over its entire

bearing surface, a continuous beam of uniform section over the walls

of shoe as jjoints of support, sjian lengths being taken as distances

center to center of walls and from outer edge of plate to center of outer

wall.

Bending moments must be taken at the center of each span and at

a section cut by a plane normal to plate and parallel to walls of shoes

through center of gravity of angles sujaporting walls to plate. The

maximum bending moments must be taken. An extreme fiber strain of

18 000 jjounds is allowed for steel and 15 000 pounds .for iron. In no

case shall the bed plates be less than 1 inch thick. The bed plates

shall be so proioortioned that the pressure upon masonry will not ex-

ceed 300 pounds per square inch.

Boiler Plates.—Roller plates must not be less than seven-eighths

of an inch thick.

Bolsters.—There will be wrought iron or steel bolsters at each end
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of bridge, securely anchored to the masonry, projier provision being

made for expansion.

. End Braces.—End braces will have pin bearings at both ends.

Long Tension Braces.—Long intersecting tension braces shall be

clamped together at intersections to avoid rattling.

Long Compression Members.—In built posts and struts of trusses the

angles shall be of one length without break, but the web plates may

be spliced at intermediate supports if desired.

Sub-struts and Diagonals.—Sub-struts and overhead diagonal brac-

ing will be provided at each vertical post in through spans, when dejjth

of truss center to center of i^ins is 30 feet or over.

Vei'tieal Suspenders.—All vertical suspenders will be designed to

resist compression. If eye-bars they will be stiflfened by zigzag bracing

or otherwise to avoid vibration.

Trestle Towers.—The base of trestle bents shall be sufficient to avoid

tension under the highest wind specified and sufficient anchorage shall

be provided to resist not less than one-half the overturning moment.

The trestle bents shall be united in pairs to form towers and each

tower thus formed shall be thoroughly braced in both directions.

Cross-section and longitudinal struts shall be provided at bottom and

at intermediate joints; also at top in the absence of floor beam or girders

acting as such.

Raising Appliances.—At the foot of all towers and under bolsters of

spans provision shall be made either by lengthening the pins, or by

suitable lugs, for raising the structure to make any necessary repairs.

These lugs shall be designed to resist the total weight of the structure

and 1 200 pounds per lineal foot of bridge.

Elective Section of Members Built of Angles.—Whenever a member is

comjiosed of angles, both flanges of angles must be connected, else only

one flange will be considered as efifective.

Generaii Contjitioxs.

Punching.—In launching rivet holes in iron, the diameter of the

punch shall not exceed the diameter of the rivet by more than rsth

of an inch, and the diameter of the die shall in no case exceed the

diameter of the punch by more than r^th of an inch.

Punching and Reaming.—All rivet holes in steel work in the canti-
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lever span shall be reamed. In the other spans all holes that are not

fair when parts are assembled shall be reamed at the option of the

inspector. In punching steel the play between die and punch shall

not be more than ro^h of an inch. In all reamed work the size of

pimch shall be one-eighth of an inch less than diameter of rivet to be

used, and hole shall be reamed to -iVth of an inch larger than diameter

of rivet. One-sixteenth of an inch must be taken out of all parts of the

hole in reaming. Sharp edges of reamed holes shall be so trimmed

as to make a slight fillet under the heads.

Effective Diameter of Rivets.—The eflfective diameter of the driven

rivets in reamed holes ^dll be assumed -rgth of an inch larger than its

diameter before driving, and in making deductions for rivet holes in

tension braces the same allowance will be made. In iron, this allow-

ance must be one-eighth of an inch more than the diameter of the

rivet.

Pitch of Rivets.—The pitch of rivets shall not exceed 8 inches nor be

less than three diameters of the rivet. At the ends of compression

members the pitch shall not exceed four diameters of the rivet for a

length equal to twice the depth of the member. In stringers, where

the cross-ties rest directly on the flange, the pitch of rivets must be

the same throughout as at the ends.

Distance from Center of Rivet to Edge of Plate.—The distance from

center of rivet to edge of plate shall not exceed eight times the thick-

ness of plate nor be less than one and one-half times the diameter of

the rivet.

Distance between Rivets in Compression Members.—The distance be-

tween centers of rivets or plates strained in compression shall not ex-

ceed twenty times the thickness of plate in line of stress nor forty times

the thickness of plate at right angles to line of stress.

Length of Compression Members.—No compression member shall have

a length exceeding forty-five times its least width.

Least Thickness of Plates.—No plate or shape shall be less than one-

fourth of an inch thick when both faces are accessible for painting,

nor less than i^nths of an inch thick if only one face is accessible.

Bearing Plates.—All pin holes shall be reinforced, when necessary,

so as not to exceed the allowed pressure on the pins, and the reinforcing

plates must be provided with a sufficient number of rivets to transfer

the pressure which comes upon them.
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Tie Plates and Splice Plates.—The open sides of all compression
members composed of two channels only, and trough-shaped sections

composed of two channels and one plate, shall be stayed by tie plates

at ends and diagonal lacing bars at intermediate points. The tie plates

shall be square. Intermediate joints in the top chord shall be provided
^•ith tie plates at bottom, and side plates of sufficient length to hold
the parts truly in position.

Lacitig.—The sizes of diagonal lacing bars shall be as follows:

On the cantilever span 4 x | inches.

For other spans:

U X 1-inch for members having a depth of 6 inches and under.

7 to 8 inches.

9 to 12 "

13 to 16 "

17 to 20 "

21 inches and upward.
The distances between connections of the lacing bars shall not

exceed eight times the least width of the segments connected, and in

no case shall exceed an angle of 60 degrees.

Area of Rods.—^o lateral or diagonal rod shall have a less area than
three-quarters of a square inch.

Upset Rods.—The area at root of thread in the upset ends of rods
shall be greater than the area of the rod by at least 17 per cent.

Weight of Member.—'For all horizontal or inclined compression
members the weight of members shall be considered, and in fixing

sections the fiber stress due to weight of member shall be deducted
from unit stress allowed by formula. Tensile stress shall be avoided
in a transverse direction to the fiber, and shearing stress in a parallel

direction to the fiber of the iron.

Effect of Wind.—li the strain from the wind in the chords or a pos-
sible temperature strain should neutralize or reverse the strain in the
chord from the dead load, provision must be made for same; and if the
combined strains from the dead, Hve and wind loads in the chords
exceed 25 000 pounds per square inch, additional section must be
added until the above allowed unit strain is not exceeded. Again,
pro%dsion must be made in all built members for bending for wind.
If the strain per square inch in such members, due to bending fi.-om

wind, combined with the direct strain per square inch from dead, Hve
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and wind loads, exceeds 25 000 pounds per square inch, additional sec-

tion must be added until this allowed unit strain is not exceeded.

Washers and Nut-;.—Washers and nuts shall have a uniform bearing.

All nuts shall be easily accessible with a wrench for the purpose of

adjustment, and shall be effectively checked after the final adjustment.

Lateral Adjastmeni RocU.—All lateral and adjustment rods shall be

provided with open turn-buckles so that the length of thread may be

verified.

Wing Plates.—The amount of metal immediately in front of pin

hole in wing plate is to be determined in the following manner : The

shearing area is to be considered as a section of twice the thickness

of wing plate multiplied by the distance parallel to line of stress, from

edge of plate to a point which is the intersection of a chord, equal to

one-half the diameter of pin hole and taken normal to the line of stress,

with the cii-cumference of pin hole.

Details.—Details shall be of such nature that their strength can be

accurately calculated, which strength shall be at least equal to that of

the member or members which they are designed to connect.

WOKKMANSHIP.

Pins and Pilots.—Pins shall be turned true to size and straight.

They shall be turned down to a smaller diameter at the ends and be

driven in place with a pilot nut when necessary to save the thread.

There shall be a washer one-half an inch thick under each nut.

Inspection.—The inspection of work shall be made as it progresses,

and at as early a period as the nature of the work j^ermits.

All workmanship must be first-class. All abutting surfaces of com-

pression members, except flanges of plate girders where the joints are

fully spliced, must be planed or turned to even bearings so that they

shall be in such contact throughout as may be obtained by such means.

All finished surfaces must be protected by white lead and tallow. The

rivet holes for splice plates of abutting members shall be so accurately

spaced, that when the members are brought into* position the hole

shall be truly ojiposite before the rivets are driven. The chord pieces

must be fitted together in the shops in lengths of at least four pieces

and rivet holes in splice plates reamed while in position. Wherever it

is imjaossible to ream together the parts which \n.\\ come together in

the field, the holes in both shall be reamed to an iron template.
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When members are connected by bolts which transmit shearing

strains, the holes must be reamed parallel, and the bolts turned to a

driving fit.

Rollers must be finished perfectly round, and roller beds jjlaned.

Rivets.—Eivets must completely fill the holes, have full heads con-

centric with the rivet, of a height not less than .6 diameter of the

rivet, and in full contact with the surface, or be counter sunk when so

required, and machine driven when practicable. Eivets must not be

used in direct tension.

Built members must, when finished, be true and free from twists,

kinks, buckles or open joints between the comj^onent pieces.

Eye-Bars and Pin Holes.—All pin holes must be accurately bored at

right angles to the axis of the members, and in pieces not adjustable

for length. No variation of more than -a-rd of an inch will be allowed

in the length between centers of pin holes; the diameter of the pin

holes shall not exceed that of the pins by more than ^^rfd of an inch,

nor by more than aV^h of an inch for pins under 3^ inches diameter.

Eye-bars must be straight before boring; the holes must be in the

center of the heads and on center line of the bars. All links belonging

to the same panel, when placed in a pile, must allow the pins at each

end to pass through at the same time without forcing. No welds will

be allowed in the body of the eye-bars, laterals or counters, except to

form loops of laterals, counters and sway rods; eyes of laterals, sway

rods and counters must be bored.

The heads of eye-bars shall be so proportioned and made that the

bars will preferably break in the body of the bar rather than in any

part'of the head or neck. The form of the head and the mode of

manufacture shall be subject to the approval of the engineer. A varia-

tion from the specified dimensions of the heads of eye-bars mil be

allowed in thickness of ^Vd of an inch and in diameter of a quarter of an

inch in either direction.

Thimbles or washers must be used wherever required to fill vacant

spaces on pins or bolts.

Punching and Reaming.—Eivet holes must be accurately spaced;

the use of drift pins will be allowed only for bringing together the

several j)arts forming a member, and they must not be driven with

such force as to distort the metal about the holes; if the hole must be

enlarged to admit the rivet, it must be reamed.

I
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Steel Plates.—All steel plates must be straightened in the straighten-

ing machine and not by hammering.

Annealing.—In all cases where a steel piece in which the full

strength is required has been partially heated, the whole piece must

be subsequently annealed. All bends in steel must be made cold, or if

the degree of curvature is so great as to require heating, the whole

piece must be subsequently annealed.

Intei'pretation of Draioings and Specifications.—The decision of the

engineer shall control as to the interpretation of the drawings and

specifications during the execution of the work thereunder.

DiSTKIBUTION OF MaTEKIAL.

All spans of the superstructiire Avith the exception of the 108-foot

span, the viaduct trestle legs and floor system in all sjians shall be of

steel (Class A). All rivets in steel work shall be of steel (Class B).

QtTAXITY OF MaTEKIAI..

Wrought Iron.—All -wTOught iron mvist be tough, ductile, fibrous

and of uniform quality for each class, straight, smooth, free from cinder

pockets or injurious flaws, buckles, blisters or cracks.

The tensile strength, limit of elasticity and ductility shall be deter-

mined from a standard test piece not less than one-fourth of an inch thick,

cut from the full-sized bar, and planed or turned parallel. The area of

cross-section shall not be less than one-half square inch. The elonga-

tion shall be measured after breaking on an original length of 8 inches.

All iron shall have a limit of elasticity of not less than 26 000

pounds per square inch.

All iron used in tension shall have an ultimate strength of not less

than 50 000 pounds per square inch, and elongate not less than 18 per

cent.

Angles and other shapes, and plates 24 inches^ wide and under,

shall have an ultimate strength of not less than 50 000 pounds per

square inch and elongate not less than 15 per cent.

Plates over 24 inches wide shall have an ultimate strength of not

less than 46 000 pounds per square inch and elongate not less than 12

per cent.

When full-size tension members are tested to prove the strength
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of theii- connections, a reduction in their nltimate strength of (500 x

vridth of bar) i:)Ounds per square inch "will be allowed.

All iron shall bend cold 180 degi-ees around a curve whose diameter

is twice the thickness of pieces for bar-iron and three times the thick-

ness of i^ieces for plates and shapes without fracture.

Iron which is to be worked hot in the manufactui'e must be capa-

ble of bending sharply to a right angle at a working heat without sign

of fracture.

All rivat iron must be tough and soft, and capable of bending cold

until the sides are in close contact without sign of fracture on the

convex side of the curve.

Steel.—Steel may be made either by the Bessemer or by the open-

hearth process. All blooms, billets or slabs will be examined for sur-

face defects, flaws and blow holes before rolling into finished sections,

and such chipj^ings and alterations must be made as will secure per-

fect solidity in the rolled sections.

The slabs for plates must, in all cases, be as nearly rectangular as

possible and straight their whole length.

The steel must be uniform in quality for each class, and after heat-

mg to light cherry red (as seen in the dark) and quenching in cold

water, shall comply with the bending requirements provided in this

specification for such class of steel.

In order to grade the steel used in this work at the steel mills, the

following form of selecting the test pieces shall be rigidly enforced.

From every cast of metal there shall be made one test. If this test is

satisfactory the whole cast may be accepted, subject to tests made on

rolled sections. This test must be made fi'om a three-quarter-inch

round rolled from a i-inch square billet, which has been reduced from

original ingot; this billet to be taken during the blooming down of in-

got, and reduced in such way that the reduction of section into three-

quarters of an inch round will be as nearly as possible equivalent to re-

duction of section on finished material when rolled from original ingot.

The manner and time of selecting this billet ^\-ill be left to the con-

venience of the manufacturer.

In addition to this tension test a bending test will be required. The

pieces used in this test may be either three-quariers of an inch round or

three-quarters of an inch square, preferably the latter. This j)iece must

I

bend cold 180 degi-ees about its own diameter for steel of Class A, and

i
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180 degrees and close down flat upon itself for steel of Class B. The

tests on three-quarter-inch round specimens, above mentioned, must

satisfy the following requirements

:

Glass A.—Ultimate strength, 62 000 to 70 000 pounds per square inch.

Elastic limit not less than 36 000 pounds per square inch. Elongation

not less than 22 per cent, in 8 inches. Reduction at jaoint of fracture

not less than 40 per cent.

Class i?.—Ultimate strength, 56 000 to 60 000. Elastic limit not less

than 30 000. Elongation, 25 per cent, in 8 inches. Reduction at point

of fracture, 50 per cent. Phosphorus in all steel Class A and Class B
to be not over .085 of 1 per cent.

Tests at Rolling Mills.—The finished bars must be free from injurious

flaws or cracks, and must have a smooth, clean finish.

At least one test will be required from every heat or furnace full of

billets, slabs or blooms to prove condition of metal after rolling it into

finished sections. This test piece must be cut from some rolled section

of said heat and shall be generally one-half of a square inch in area and

must conform to requirements as specified for three-quarter round at

steel mills in every respect, except that ultimate strenght may vary 2

per cent, below minimum, and 5 per cent, above maximum.

The original number of heat or cast at steel mills must be stamped

on all billets, blooms or slabs, and when rolled into finished sections

this same number must be stamped on every piece rolled.

Number of Tests on Full-sized Eye-bars.—The method of making full-

sized tests on eye-bars will bs as follows: One full-sized test will be

required in each size of bar, and if the number of bars of any size ex-

ceeds twenty, then one additional test will be required for each multiple

of twenty or part thereof exceeding ten. The extra bars required for

test must be ordered at the steel mills with the original order. When
the Bridge Company have finished an item of bars as represented on

the shop bill, the inspector shall then select from this lot of bars the

bars for test, and if these tests are satisfactory the whole item may then

be accepted. Should this first test fail to stand the requirements of this

specification, and if in this test no blame attaches to the Bridge Com-

pany on account of poor work, the latter can demand to have two other

tests made on this same item of bars, and should those two tests be

satisfactory, the whole item may be accepted, and so on with other

items until the whole order of bars is completed.
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Heads of Eye-bars.—The manufacturers must pro\4de sufficient

excess of material in the heads of eve-bars to insure their breaking in

the body rather than in the head, but any bar which breaks in the

head at a stress higher than called for will be accepted; provided, only,

that the elastic limit is up to specified requirements. The minimum

ultimate strength of full-sized bars when tested to destruction -w-ill be

60 000 pounds per square inch. The minimum elastic limit shall be

34 000 ijounds per square inch.

Castings.—All castings shall be of tough gray iron, free from inju-

rious cold shuts or blow holes, true to pattern and of workmanlike

finish. Sample pieces 1 inch square, cast from the same heat of metal

in sand moulds, shall be capable of sustaining on a clear span of 4 feet

6 inches a central load of 500 pounds when tested in the rough bar.

Generaij Kequekements.

Any full-sized tension member of iron or steel tested to destruction

shall be paid for at cost, less its scrap value to the contractor, if it

proves satisfactory. If it does not stand the specified test, it will be

considered rejected material and be solely at the cost of the contractor.

The contractor shall furnish testing machine of the i^roper caj^acity,

and shall prepare and test, without charge, such specimens of iron as

may be required by the engineer or inspector to prove that it comes

ui^ to the requirements mentioned; he shall also furnish, prepare and

test, without charge, such specimens of the several grades of steel, at

steel mills and rolling mills, as may be required by the inspectors.

Every facility for inspection of material and workmanship shall be fur-

nished by the contractor, and the engineer or inspector shall be allowed

full access to all parts of the establishment in which any portion of the

materials are made or workmanship executed. Timely notice will be

given to the engineer by the contractors when they are ready for the

inspectors, and the inspectors will test and insi^ect the material at the

mills as rapidly as it is made. All material must be inspected, weighed

and stamped by the inspector before shipment. The acceptance of

any material or manufactured member by the inspector shall not pre-

vent its subsequent rejection if found defective after delivery, and such

materials or members shall be replaced by the contractor without extra

charge.

Engineer.—Wherever the term engineer is used throughout these
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specifications, it is distinctly nnderstood that such term shall mean the

chief engineers or their authorized assistants.

Timber.—All timber must l)e of the best quality of white oak,

sawed true to size and out of wind. It must be free from sap, except

in sticks having a depth of 16 inches or upward, when 1 inch of sap

will be allowed on two corners. It must be free from wind shakes,

loose or rotten knots or other defects that will impair its strength or

durability.

Erection.—An available portion of the river shall at all times be left

open to navigation, and proper lights shall be displayed at night in

accordance with the regulations and requirements of the United States

Government. The contractor will furnish all staging, piling, cribbing,

and material of every description required in the erection of the super-

structure, and remove the same after erection is completed, leaving

the river as free from obstructions as when he commenced. The con-

tractor shall assume all risks from floods and storms, damage to j^er-

sons and properties and casualties of every description until the final

acceptance of the completed structure.

The erection is to be carried on subject to the approval and inspec-

tion of the engineer, and is to be completed, ready for use, to his satis-

faction.

-A^iFIE^EDSriDZIX: III-

CENTKAL KAILWAY AND BEIDGE COMPANY'S SPECIFICA-

TIONS FOR A CAISSON FOR PIER No. 5.

The caisson to be used in building the foundation for Pier No. 5

shall be 22 x 58 feet at top, 12 feet high over all, and have a batter of

one-half inch per foot from a point 1 foot below the top to the cutting

edge, thus making the bottom 22 feet 11 inches by 58 feet 11 inches.

All timber used in its construction must be of a good quality of

sound white or poplar, free from rotten knots, shake's or other defects,

and shall be of such dimensions as shown on the i)lans attached hereto

and forming a part of these specifications. Courses Nos. 1, 2, 10, 11 and

12 must be of oak, and as much more of the entire timber as can be

secured of oak, the intention being to use no other timber except as an

enforced expedient to secure the speedy execution of the work. All
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framing must be accurately done so as to secure close joints through-

out the work.

All the iron used in spikes, bolts, drift bolts and straps must be of

a ductile, fibrous wrought iron, having a tensile strength of 50 000

pounds per square inch of section. Drift bolts must be driven into

holes bored their full length, and of diameter i^;th of an inch less

than the iron.

All seams between the timbers in the walls and ceiling of the air

chamber, and in the outside walls, must be thoroughly caulked -wath

oakum, and driven in with a heavy hammer. After the 3-inch sheath-

ing is laid and thorougly spiked, the seams between the boards must

also be thoroughly caulked with oakum, and wherever spike or bolt

heads are to be exposed to the air pressure of the working chamber,

they must be wrapped with oakum before being drawn up tight or

driven home.

In order to decrease the leakage, and to secure more uniform bear-

ing for the timbers, all the vertical seams in courses Nos. 9, 10, 11 and

12 must be poured fvill of a thin cement grout, mixed neat. After this

is done, all the seams in course No. 12 must, in addition, be caulked

Tvdth oakum.

Air lock and excavating shafts will be located as shown on the

plans, and all seams in them must be thoroughly caulked. Provision

must bo made for carrying these shafts up through the masonry as fast

as laid, either by cylinders of boiler iron or by matched oak boards

capable of being made water-tight. Some approved form of iron air

lock must be provided, and also excavating apjjaratus equal in efficiency

to the " O'Conner bucket" for removing solid materials which may be

encountered during the sinking.

On the sides and ends of the caisson heavy iron rings must be

secured for use in susj^ending it during the preliminary stages of sink-

ing, and for attaching lines to hold it in position against a swift cur-

rent.

After reaching a depth satisfactory to the engineers, the air chamber

and shafts must be filled with concrete made of one part by volume of

cement,* two parts of sand, four parts of limestone, rock broken so as

to pass through a ring 2^ inches in diameter, and sufficient water to

bring the mortar to proper consistency, the whole to be thoroughly

rammed before the setting of the cement.
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The triangular space between the air chamber and outside walls

must also be filled with concrete, mixed in the projjortions above

stated, and as the superimposed course of timber is being laid, care

must be taken that each stick is well bedded in a freshly mixed mortar

spread on top of the concrete.


